Information Release, 2017-06-19
Statement regarding extended collaboration
IRnova AB and i3system, Inc., leaders of infrared detector development and production in Sweden and
South Korea respectively, have decided to broaden their collaboration for detector manufacturing.
IRnova AB has for many years relied on i3system, Inc. for the packaging of IRnova’s Quantum Well
Infrared Photodetectors (QWIP) and Type 2 Super Lattice (T2SL) detectors, especially for the
IRnova320ER-series. This collaboration will now be extended to include the IRnova640 products, both
for LWIR and MWIR. In addition to the IRnova640 products, IRnova AB will also rely on i3system, Inc.
services and expertise for other planned product developments.
“IRnova is very satisfied with the service, expertise and quality provided by i3system, Inc. during our
development and ramp-up of the IRnova320ER product line and I am confident that we will experience
the same commitment and capability also in regards to the IRnova640 line going forward”, says Ulrika
Nordén Lidberg, CEO at IRnova AB.
Additionally, IRnova AB and i3system, Inc., will strive to broaden their current collaboration also to
include other areas where the two companies complement each other, both in matters technical as
well as business related.
“i3system welcome this continued trust in the services provided by us and welcomes new
opportunities, whether of a technical or business related nature, where our companies can partner up
bringing new products and services to the infrared market” says Han Chung, CEO at i3system, Inc.
The latest version of the IRnova640-MW (T2SL) was launched in Q4, 2016 followed by the release of
the IRnova640-LW (QWIP) at SPIE DCS in Anaheim, April 2017.

About IRnova AB
IRnova develops and supplies high quality and high performance infrared detectors to module, camera
and system manufacturers all over the world. The product portfolio covers a wide range of IR
detectors and technologies aimed at use in various applications, e.g. general surveillance, force
protection, thermal sights as well as process control and gas detection. IRnova has a long track record
supplying high performance, III-V material based, cooled IR detectors to the infrared market.
About i3system, Inc.
i3system, Inc. is the unique company which designs and manufactures infrared sensors and camera
systems in South Korea. The company, established in 1998, has been designated as a defense
contractor since 2010 by Korean Government. i3system, Inc. provides military qualified high-quality
infrared detectors and OEM modules with both cooled and uncooled types. The company always puts
top priority for customer’s benefit in executing all projects, and now expands to world market
notably.

